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The Dutch pilot executed by ElaadNL and GreenFlux strives to
accommodate as much renewable energy in the energy system as 
possible. 

ElaadNL and GreenFlux explored the possibilities of matching 
demand to sustainable generation. This was done via:

- The use of batteries of Electric Vehicles (EVs) as flexible storage

- Charging Electric Vehicles in a smart way.

in 3 domains:

+ Experiments & trials at ElaadNL Testlab

1. Pilot aim/purpose
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1 Country – 3 domains
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Office - large scale Households - large scale

Office  / testlabPublic - large scale



- We showed and proved that by creating good charge profiles:

- Impact of renewable energy on the grid can be succesfully
managed

- Without having significant impact on EV driver and
his/her behaviour

- Tested several V2G scenario’s

2. NL Pilot activities
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- Document with information about local policy and regulation
implications: 

- Market regulation issues
- Sub-optimum financial incentives
- Data exchange for optimum coordination
- Batteries in the distribution grid 

3. Additional activities NL Pilot
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- Update of Open Smart Capacity Procotol 
(OSCP), by adding capacity management 
components and bi-directional data flow 
between Charge Station Operator (CSO), 
Capacity Management Operator (CMO) 
and Distribution System Operator (DSO). 



4 Pilots are running via INVADE cloud:

- Home: 40 households with EV charge stations

- Office: 8 offices with 199 semi private  EV charge stations

- Public chargers: 800 charge stations, >1.000 sockets

- V2G: 1 charger and 1 stationary battery being used for
different scenario’s

All charge stations sent charge profiles to the INVADE cloud via 
the CPO. 

INVADE cloud improves the profiles for charging the EV’s using
additional knowledge about APX prices and weather forecast. 

The INVADE cloud uses historical data to predict charge sessions.  

4. Where are we?
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Possibilities office (semi private) situation: 

- Demand and Response in same time frame -> reducing impact 
renewable energy possible via optimizing charging during PV 
energy generation

5. What has been achieved? 
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Possibilities office (semi private) situation: 
Conclusion office pilot: after optimization, done via the INVADE 
platform, the share of renewable energy that was effectively used 
increased dramatically. This was shown to be a very effective way 
of managing surplus renewable energy production 

5. What has been achieved? 
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Sessions and limits per week

5. What has been achieved? 
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Sessions and limits per day

Charging speed is succesfully limited (between 13 and 20 Amperes) when
the amount of charging requested exceed grid limits.
Both the amount of active sessions and the actual grid conditions act as 
triggers for the system.



No significant impact on EV driver experience

5. What has been achieved? 
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noticed smart charging.
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Managing peak consumption to better deal with impact 
renewable energy

5. What has been achieved? 
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in smart charging strategies.

Smart Charging of a group of 
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further improve sessions.
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- Concept of Flexibility Operator is good but the business case is 
still unclear

- It is not just technology, but much more about
policy/regulations and business opportunities

- Smart charging via office and public chargers has positive
impact on reducing renewable energy influences

- V2G is a nice concept, but to early in development to use for
reducing impact renewable energy effectively

- Few vehicles supporting V2G in current fleet of EVs
- V2G chargers too expensive to compete with Smart V1G
- Policies/regulations do not fit
- User acceptance not clear
- Difference public vs semi vs private usability

6. Lessons learned
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Any question or comment?

Thank you!
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